
Aluminium Bi-Folding Doors

Continental Plus 



The New 

Continental Plus 
Slimline

Bi-folding Door

We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification as technical developments dictate, and without prior notice. 
Pictures shown are for illustrative purposes and are not binding in detail, colour or specification. 

E.& O.E.

An evolution of our Continental bifold the Continental Plus has been designed with style and performance 
front of mind. It cleverly combines the intimacy of inside spaces with the freedom of outside living, without 
ever compromising on performance safety or security.

The Continental Plus is improved in several key areas: 

Slimmer - With a 122mm meeting stile sight line.

More secure - With shoot bolts on traffic doors.

Warmer - With U-values of just 1.5 and 1.3.

Tougher - Max panel weights of 150kg.



Key Features 
ŸUtilises the natural strength of aluminium to create slim thermally 

broken profiles. Sight line of 122mm meeting stile.

ŸU-values as low as 1.3 W/M²K.

ŸPAS24 as standard for exceptional security. 

ŸUses low maintenance, hard wearing powder coated aluminium.

ŸOver 200 single or dual colours.

ŸSingle or French door styles to match. 

ŸDoors are bottom hung and run on double stainless steel tracks. 

ŸAn assortment of glazing options offered including laminated 
security and solar control glass.

ŸOptions for dust free integrated blinds.

ŸAll door styles have the option to open in or out.
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Security
ŸLever handles use a 6 point locking system. This includes 2 heavy 

duty hook locks, 1 dead bolt,1 latch and shoot bolts top & bottom.

ŸIntermediate panels use heavy duty shoot bolts top and bottom.

ŸBogie wheels and top rail guide are used as an anti-jemmy feature 
to prevent panels being lifted off the tracks. 

ŸOn doors with outside access we use high security cylinders that 
are pick resistant, anti-drill and anti-bump.

ŸUpgrade to laminated glass for added security.

ŸThe doors are internally glazed to offer greater security.  
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Ÿ The sizes detailed above are for guidance only. 

Ÿ If the sizes you require are less than the minimum or exceed our maximum 
recommended sizes please contact us.
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